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MESSAGE FROM CHAIRPERSON
Welcome to you again with another volume of E-News (World Youth Mirror). As I
look at the previous years, I wonder how
we overcome all the odds to create a sound
environment at WYIS and pushed along for continued overall
development of the school. I feel pleased to see the progressing environment of the school, the ever increasing dedication
of teachers, flawless administrative work, students‟ enthusiasm towards studies and extra-academic activities and feel
proud to be with the team of World Youth International
School. It is overwhelmingly encouraging to see the various
club concepts introduced in the school to explore creativities
and foster development of our children. Yet we have miles to
go and I am fully convinced that we will definitely be able to
bring continued positive change in the lives of our children. I
would like to suggest our teachers to find ways to perfect your
profession further because our goal at World Youth International School is not only to get our children through the examination but to send them out as foundations for a better
society and ambassadors of meaningful living.
The able leadership of Mr. Nirajan Sedai (A. principal), disciplined energetic and competent chief accountant Mr. Rakesh
Maharajan along with all the teaching and non-teaching staffs
have united their spirits and fully committed to ignite their
hearts and minds towards the betterment of the school. I sincerely thankful to the school director Mr. Uttam Pathak for his
philanthropic views, prospective, better academic ideas and
programs and new creation for the promotion of the school.
I would like to acknowledge and heartily thank to Ralph and
Ann Hoey for their constant reinvention precious insight and
unfailing support. I am really happy to realize how concerned they are about our institution and us. Let me express
my sincere appreciation and thanks to Lyn Pettman, Lyn
Schodde for their noble support love and inspiration. I would
like to take this time to thank Mr. Adam Whitefield and Mr.
Terry Hoey for their whole hearted support to our school.
I can‟t express in words about how grateful I am about the contribution to make a new administration building by Greg and
Brigid Kramer though it is under construction and my heart
abounds with zeal to take this opportunity to thank them from
the core of my heart.
When all is well that ends well. I am happy with the ways
things are going on for us at World Youth International Nepal.
I just can‟t miss to mention the name to the chairperson of
World Youth International Nepal Mr. Rajesh Shrestha for his
noble guidance and insightful inspiration and we are heartily
welcome to Mr. Mark Veitch, Chairperson of World Youth International Australia. We are pleased to work with him reciprocally.
Last but not the least I would like to extend my best wishes to
our SLC students for the best in the up coming examination.
Ms Radhika Uprety

World

Youth International School is pleased to
welcome you to another issue of E-News
(World Youth Mirror). As time passed we progressed towards focusing the growth of our school
in newer dimensions. Syllabus of most classes has
been modified in accordance to exam schedules.
Extra-curricular activities of the school are organized in a timely fashion and vocational subjects
being taught representing ever more challenges
and stimulations to our students. The school is
extremely pleased to get a new administrative
building within the school premises; the garden
in front of the school is also magnifying the
beauty of the school. The school is aiming to start
a vegetable farm to teach our wards about horticulture in the school. Apart from academic progress the school is pleased to introduce various
clubs to the students and feel proud to see the
students enthusiasm towards the clubs and
equally happy to form various clubs to explore the
leadership of the students. The chairperson and
loving guardian of the school Ms Radhika
Uprety‟s never ending inspiration bolstered efforts to bring a vital change to the school and the
environment of its surrounding. The school family appreciates and acknowledges her dedication
and commitment towards the growth of the
school and is delighted of her work here.
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WYI School is extremely pleased to publish another issue of E-News (World
Youth Mirror) to our students, sponsors,
and well wishers around the world. The
school team is highly appreciative of
World Youth International Australia for
giving a high honor linking our school‟s
Facbook page to their pages, our small
effort becoming a prime source to be
familiar with all the academic and extra
activities of our school. We are extremely thankful to the school administration for providing necessary requirement, support and suggestion. We cannot forget the noble guidance, support
and encouragement of the Chair person
of the School Ms Radhika Uprety, with
whom we have been able to run the institution smoothly and progressively.
We are equally happy receiving comments and suggestions from our readers
and hope to get the same love and compassion from the readers. Nevertheless
to mention, we have added some more
pages from this time adding a new segments “Student‟s Page”. This would
surely help to our readers to find another test of reading.
At last we heartily appreciate Mr. Santosh Shrestha for running Sport and Art
Club, Mr. Darshan Khanal for Science
Club, Mr. Raju Khatiwada for running
English club, Mr Laya Prasad Koirala for
Nepali Literature club and Mr. Birat
Ghimire for the formation of Eco- club.
Congratulations and best wishes for success.
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Extra-Academic Activities
JUNIOR STUDENT’S
GAME
On 7th September 2012 the students of lower grades enjoyed their
time, playing „Musical Chair‟ in the
playground. Students from L.K.G
to the 3rd grade participated in
playing Musical Chair with full
enthusiasm and 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
positions were picked from respective classes.
Similarly, On 23rd of November Students running in Junior Choco2012, games were organized for late Race Competition
students from Nursery to class
three .Nursery students were busy Rout the director, principal and
with board games, L.K.G students the teachers of the school.
played the musical chair, U.K.G
students „chocolate-race‟ and grade
TEACHERS Vs STUone students played the „balloonDENTS FOOTBALL
race‟ . For class two, „biscuit-race‟
MATCH
was quite interesting and students
of class three running with coin On7th November 2012, teachers
inside the spoon was fun to watch. were pitted against students in a
Top 3 winners in each class were game of football at a nearby
ground. Both sides were relentless
but the young, trained and energetic students proved to be ones
who scored more. Notably, frenzied
cheering and hoots by students
from the sidelines really added to
the thrill and excitement of the
game that were enjoyed by all present.

Art Competition Winner Sagar
Magar Receiving 1st Prize
declared in the end.

SCOUT CAMPING

WYI scout group or- ganized
a 1-night 2-days scout camp-out
in the premises of the school on
11thOctober2012. The scouts were
given practical training during
the time .Scouts made campfire
and performed dances, sang song
and presented outdoor theater.
The program was witnessed by
the chairperson of the school Ms
Radhika Uprety, Major Sergeant
of the army camp Mr.
Bimal

Find Us in Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/WorldYouthInternationalSchooNepal

PARTICIPATION IN
PAINTING ART COMPITITION
A student of class eight participated in an art competition organized by Lion Club of Kathmandu on
24th of November 2012. A grand
total of eighty candidates were se-

Scout Camps in World Youth Int’l
School’s Premise
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MESSAGE FROM OFFICE
OF ADMINISTRATION
World Youth International
School is aiming to create the
best academic institution to produce a group of rational, intellectual and highly capable students.
Individual report of the student
is helping the teachers to indentify students‟ hidden potentials,
abilities as well as weaknesses.
The school administration is
highly pleased to see the teachers‟ dedication and commitment
to enhance the school‟s reputation and expect the same label of
enthusiasm in coming days. The
presence of Ms Radhika Uprety,
Chair person of WYI School in
every event not only inspires the
students but all the staffs of the
school and her guidance, benevolence love and efforts have become the prime source of motivation in the school. The collective effort of WYI school team
would definitely bring a very
positive result in coming days.
The school administrations
highly appreciate the editor of
this E-NEWS (World Youth Mirror) Mr. Birat Ghimire for his
untiring effort to publish the
news. We would also like to
thank Mr. Darsan Khannel for
collecting materials, Mr. Santosh
Panta for designing and Binod
Thapa for assisting resources.

Academic performances
1.
2.

Assigned Dashain home work.
Conducted pre test for grade
X
3. Mid-term examination results
published
4. Class X pre-sent up examination commence
5. Syllabus of every classes are
strictly observed by the principal’s office
6. Formed various Clubs and
published their concept paper.

(World youth mirror)
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ENGLISH CLUB (A Concept Paper)
English is an international language and commonly spoken all over the world.
Many books, articles, journals, scientific literature and technological essays use
English as the medium. English has become a part of our life because it can open
up many available resources for learning as well as doing business.
Noting its importance, the World youth International School also involves its students in a club called the “ENGLISH CLUB”. This club is formed around a social
concept - bring students together, help them be social and do collective work while
practicing their English language skills in the process. It not only improves the verbal capacity of pupils, but also boosts their self-confidence. Times are changing and
we would like to lead our students according to the changing demands of a competitive world. This also helps foster their creativity. English club creates an environment where they are encouraged to speak freely and express their views without
hesitation. It also creates a feeling of healthy competition among the groups and
adds to their knowledge of the world.
WYIS continues to introduce these novel ideas and academic practices aiming at
the students overall development. The English club is a successful outcome of the
collective efforts put in by teachers striving each day to create change that creates
progress.
Objective of English Club









To develop the confidence level of students.
Feeling of healthy competition.
To make students more social and teach co-operation.
To guide close relationship between teachers and students.
To improve verbal, writing, listening and speaking capacity.
To make collective motto and act accordingly
To develop skills for future
To instill qualities of being a leader

Robert Sport Club (A Concept Paper)
Sports and games are essential factors for physical
fitness and mental progress. Keeping in mind the
physical, mental and social development of students
WYIS has formed a sport club and named it
“ROBERT SPORT CLUB”. We notice that our school
has achieved many successes and got many prizes in
the field of sports and games. We hope that this effort will continue our dominance in sports.
R-egularity
O-bedience
B-alance
E-ffort
R-esponsibility
T-imliness
Objectives
To develop physical fitness and mental alertness
To produce disciplined, moral and hardworking
students
To help in socialization
To organize healthy and fair competition
To create curiosity, in games and sports
To familiarize students with rules of many sports
To develop confidence

Nepali literature And Art club:
Nepali literature club- To be more creative in Nepali
language, a Nepali literature “SADAK VAI CLUB” is
formed.

CONGRATULATION TO
MR. LAYA KOIRALA

We the staff and the students of WYI School express our heartfelt gratitude and congratulation
our Nepali teacher Mr.
Laya Koirala for his finest
creation a Nepali book
called „‟Jhamko Nepali
Pathsala‟‟ This book is approved by Ministry of
Education,
Curriculum
Development Centre, Sanothimi , Bhaktapur, Nepal
as a Nepali syllabus for
lower secondary level.
Laya Koirala a writer, poet
and motivator. He has
been with World Youth
International School in the
capacities since 2010.
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WORLD YOUTH ECO-CLUB
Eco club in WYIS is a means by which students can be
empowered to participate and take up meaningful
environmental activities and projects. It is a forum
through which students can reach out to influence
and engage their parents and neighborhood communities to promote sound environmental behavior.
The Eco Club also empowers students to explore environmental concepts and actions beyond the confines of syllabi or curriculum. Field of environment
education is determined by a very fundamental ambiguity. While everyone everywhere asserts the importance of „learning to live sustainably,‟ environment remains a peripheral issue in the formal
schooling system. It continues to be viewed more as
an extracurricular activity and less as a subject
holding a priority position in the national curriculum.
This Eco Club will be set up by a teacher and a group
(CLUB) of motivated students to learn about the
environment and to take action to improve their
immediate environment. They also provide a wonderful opportunity to help generate awareness,
build attitudes and enable students to take up activities in the real world, in a way that the limitations of the classroom and curriculum won‟t allow.
Some Provision has made regarding ECO-CLUB.
1. The main objective of the World Youth ECO-CLUB
is to make aware about the planet, surrounding of
the school, keeping clean and greenery around it
and to develop a concept to build healthy environment in school.
2. Within the club different team (Club service, Community Service, Publication , Fund raising) will be
formed according to members‟ interest and ability.
3. Club members should be participated actively in
various programs (Seminar on different topics, Special shows/ documentary and film shows, special
lectures, awareness programs, sanitation campaign
etc.

Members of Buddha Science Club during Science
Exhibition Organized in Golden Gate Collage

Members of World Youth Eco-Club during Bagmati
Cleanliness Campaign

BUDDHA SCIENCE CLUB:
The world is dynamic and we need to change ourselves
according to the existing environment. World Youth
School is an academy that aims to make students a
best creation of the country. We, school family tried
every step to make them special and finally we came
up with a proposal of science club. We judge, example moves the world more than canon. Here, science
club will be giving the best examples of every fact to
the students that will prepare them to live a scientifically aware life ahead. In this day of science, scientific knowledge and technology has made all things
promising in this world. Now, it is said somewhere
that I live in a small village named “EARTH”. No
uncertainly, they are right as well. Students may forget the advice and lectures but they never forget the
examples and here science club will be doing the
same. Rising the students from corners and back
seats of the class and make them stand straight in
front of big masses and obstacles and again making
students happier are its main principles. We are here
today and on a different day again will be here but
the destination and places will be surely different.
We want to make some difference among the million
and will encourage them to live a happy life. This
time we are with new ideas and the best dreams to
make our school the one among all. Why science
club?
To strengthen the personality development of student.
1. To make them aware of science‟s importance to
society.
2. To pique interest in them in unresolved queries
of science
3. To introduce science loving students into society later on.
4. To encourage students to work in teams with
each other with common scientific goals.
5. To make them aware of the importance of practical education.
6. To create citizens that use logic and knowledge
when faced with problems.
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STUDENTS’S PAGE
OUR WORLD YOUTH
School is the temple where the living god and goddess
i.e. teachers spread the light of knowledge to make the
small young soul dynamic. World Youth School is the
only dreamland of those immature minds who has
dreamt of making better life with bright future by imparting the best knowledge of life. It is the only divine
place where words of knowledge are taught to learners
for making them wise and gives the real meaning of
their
existence in this
beautiful
world. Due
to these reasons thousands of students with
desirous
heart come
to school to
learn something
new
that they haven„t learn from the society or any other
source.
In the garden of schools, World Youth International Secondary School is one of the most eye-catching flowers
that have been blooming since 1999 A.D. and with the
commitment of creating an excellent learning environment which provides students with high quality education through unique, local and international teaching method. The school is providing high standard
academic education as well as other vocational classes
like tailoring, gardening, carpentry, for making the
students skilled in all aspects. Not only this, the
school has organized different clubs like English club,
science club Nepali literature and art club and eco
club for purifying the intellectual and physical activities of the students. These clubs are really helpful for
students to uplift their standard and to build of their
personality. Along with this clubs and vocational
classes the school has provided library, science lab,
computer lab with internet facility for giving practical
education to the students. Scout is another active
added class for students to build up their leadership
and self-confidence level. It has highly inspired students to be self dependent person and to create the
peaceful environment with the feeling of brotherhood
among all.
The peaceful environment around the school with invigorating smell of green forest and presence of Bagmati River has added supplementary excitement for
students to learn more. The highly experienced
teacher under the great custody of admirable chairman, respected Radhika ma‟am, World Youth International organization Nepal and Australian world youth
family have fully contributed from their side to make
the students future dazzling. We student are always
thankful to the great soul of Mr. Robert Hoey who
gave us this paradise and his contribution towards us
and for the continuous blessings of Ralph and Ann
Hoey.

In a nutshell WYIS is one of the best schools for getting
education.
Shanti Tamang
Class: 8

MY SCHOOL
My school, World Youth International was established in
1999 A.D in the memory of late Robert Hoey. Being
school, it has got all of the qualities and required things
that help the student to be self confidence and a versatile person. My school lies between two natural resources i.e. River Bagmati and greenery forest. The environment is suitable for all the students‟ and teachers
as well for refreshing the monstrous mind. The pleasant
environment provides the joyful moment for the students. Students attain school for achieving their own
sated objectives. All the students have their own hidden
talent and some of the students are extraordinary.
There is mutual and friendly relationship between the
students and teachers. All the students respect teachers
and in return they gain the real meaning of life and lots
of knowledge‟s and idea for the overall development of
students. Students and teachers are sincere towards
their duty and responsibilities. School overall coordinates for the development and prosperous life of stu-

dents and help them to reach their curies. All the students are able to get quality education for their bright
and strong future. For the improvement of students and
to make the students busy, our school has established
different club like Robert sport club, Buddha Science
Club, English Club and so on. These different clubs
have their own objectives to involve students in different sectors. The formulas of science and math‟s are
taught all over the world but the real meaning of life is
taught by these clubs. Due to the coordination of students and teachers our school has been able to make the
students qualified by quality education.
Our school is fully capable to compete with other‟s
school. All the students are disciplined, good mannered
as well as well cultured. They respect seniors and love
the junior‟s. Our students are keen interested of enthusiasm to acquire knowledge from teachers. At last, we
know to accelerate the school at today‟s level, respected
ma‟am Radhika Uprety‟s contribution is countless. We,
all the students of WYIS want to show our gratitude and
love towards her on this especial occasion.
Pursottam Thapaliya
Class= Nine

